
V-FORCE

LION V-Force pants are available in multiple 
styles to fit any body type and meet your 
comfort needs, without sacrificing mobility, 
durability, or safety. Individuals can choose 
from a variety of styles within a department 
and all will still be uniform.

LION V-Force® 

Pant Options

Combining Military & Sports Technology

ALL V-FORCE PANT DESIGNS FEATURE THE FOLLOWING:
• V-Fit® Legs and Knees are contoured and feature cutouts, shaped 

pieces and darts to enable free and easy movement

• Radial Inseam reduces tension to add comfort and increase  
wear life of your pants 

• Nine inches of LION SemperDri™ in the lower legs repels water  
to keep your pants dry and reduce working weight

V-Force Belted Pants
V-Force Belted Pants offer a traditional waist  
with belt loops; a two-inch Kevlar® belt with  
a quick-release, thermoplastic buckle and  
suspender buttons to give you the option  
of using the belt alone or adding suspenders.

V-Force Ultra Low-Rise Pants
The V-Force Ultra Low-Rise Pant features  
a reduced front rise, which sits comfortably  
on the hips like a pair of jeans, without sacrificing 
thermal protection. The widened crotch gusset  
allows enhanced mobility and the waist height 
reduces bunching and wear and tear from  
wearing pants too low.
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To learn more about the LION V-Force pant options and other LION products, contact your 
LION sales representative or visit www.lionprotects.com/v-force 3/16
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V-Force High-Back Pants
V-Force High-Back Pants provide the ultimate in thermal protection. A five-inch back  
panel extends above the waist. A unique hook and loop support pad attaches LION’s  
V-Back™ Suspenders to the pants. Snap tabs fasten the suspenders to the front  

(V-Back High-Back Suspenders are required).

V-Force Lumbar Pants
V-Force Lumbar Pants have a traditional waist and feature the LION Lumbar Support System. 
This system is integrated into the V-Force pant and is orthopedically designed to provide 
adjustable mechanical support when you’re lifting, bending forward, standing or performing 
emergency rescues.

V-Force Lumbar Pants

V-Force High-Back Pants


